
Where is my team or my company in relation to the eight New Work trends?
Which trends can I observe in my company?

Which trend would help my team and my company to achieve our current goals?

Take a pen and answer the following questions using the questionnaire:

Check the appropriate circle and combine the eight answers into a profile. 

Take a pen in a different colour and answer the question:

Tick the appropriate circle again and create a second profile in a different color.

What do you recognize at first sight? Enter the recognitions here:

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

The eight trends were the result of several clever people observing and empirically investigating what is
happening in the world of work in the industrialised countries (mainly in the USA and Europe) and
condensing these observations into patterns and trends. We have adapted the formulations in the sense
of a helpful New Work equipment. You can find the description of each trend on our website:
newwork.wondercards.world.

Self-assessment

HOW DO YOU PROCEED?
Analyse your working environment in relation to the eight trends: where do you see the
development now (in color 1) and what should it ideally be like (in color 2)? Transfer your
thoughts and insights to the New Work Map #1 (Changes). The New Work Maps are part of the
Toolbox, order it at newwork.wondercards.world.

New Work Trends



7. from regulated information flow to radical transparency

1. from profit maximisation to value orientation

2. from hierarchies to team networks

4. from planning and executing work to
experimenting and adapting

3. from command/control to supportive
leadership

5. from rules & control to freedom & trust

6. from centralised decision-making power 
to distributed decision-making competence

8. from jobs & positions to roles & talents

Self-assessment: We are changing...

Contact Nicole or Nadja – we will support you with any questions about New Work! 
(nicole@anzinger-change.de / nadja@petranovskaja.com)


